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The New

Face Of HR
by Caroline Cassio
caroline.cassio@covenant.edu

Covenant’s year-long search
for a new Director of Human
Resources came to a halt in late
September when Patrick Semtner
was hired for the position. Semtner comes to Covenant with over
20 years of experience in human
resources and management.
“My wife Penny and I are glad
to be back in Chattanooga,” said
Semtner, who lived in Chattanooga until three years ago when
he took a job in Texas.
As the Director of Human
Resources, Semtner is in charge of
overseeing all the human resources
functions at Covenant, which include HR Planning and Analysis,
Equal Employment Opportunity,
Staffing, HR Development, Com-

pensation and Benefits, Health,
Safety and Security, and Employee
and Labor/Management Relations.
Semtner was kind enough to let
the Bagpipe interview him about
his new responsibilities, his favorite things to do in Chattanooga,
and his current reading endeavor.
What made you want to work in
Human Resources?
Since I was in high school, I knew
that I wanted to work in Human
Resources. The Lord has blessed me
and opened several doors that have
given me the opportunity to serve.
My personal philosophy is that we
are all here to serve — not only in
our personal lives as Christians, but
also in our professional lives. HR
has always been a personal ministry
for me and I am truly blessed to be
continued on page 3

The benefits of applying early
by Molly Kitts
molly.kitts@covenant.edu

Financial aid is often a major factor
in choosing a college, especially
when it comes to choosing a private
Christian college. For students considering Covenant, it’s important
to keep in mind that more financial
aid is often offered to early applicants, who may be a better “fit” for
the college.
At the recent Board of Trustees’
finance committee meeting, Student Body Treasurer Adam Clason
found it interesting that “instead of
evenly distributing financial aid, it
is more heavily given to people who
apply early. These applicants may be
a better fit if they are applying early
as opposed to students who apply
to attend Covenant near the end of
the summer.”
“Obviously, the college has a
finite amount of aid to give out,”
Clason said. “My impression was
that the Financial Aid Office is now
more comfortable with giving more
of this aid earlier in the process than
was the case in previous years.”
According to the Financial Aid

office, Covenant has a rolling acceptance and awarding cycle. Applicants are generally awarded within
three weeks of their being accepted
to the college, with the exception of
competitive scholarships.
Director of Admissions Matthew
Bryant said, “We encourage students to apply early. We have finite
resources and those students who
complete the process early are more
likely to receive more aid than those
who apply much later. This doesn’t
mean we don’t still have resources
for late applicants, but for multiple
reasons, including housing, class
scheduling, et cetera, we encourage
people to complete early.”
Bryant said that there was no
difference in the application and
awarding process for later applicants, but it could be more difficult
to find their choice of housing,
classes, scholarships and other
financial aid.
“We take each student and look
at them individually, no matter
when they apply,” Bryant explained.
Financial aid at Covenant is a highly personalized process, where aid
packages are based on the student’s

accomplishments, academic merit,
and family’s personal financial situation.
“However, to those students who
applied early, who were most intentional in completing their application, who applied for competitive
scholarships; there are simply more
resources available,” he said. “The
important thing to keep in mind is
that no two situations are alike and
we take the time to carefully assess
each student’s financial aid package.”
Clason likes the college’s method
of aid distribution. “It will decrease
the number of people who really
want to attend Covenant but are
prohibited from doing so because of
financial reasons.”
“I think it's fair to say that those
who apply very early probably have
Covenant higher on their list of
desired colleges to attend than those
who applied much later,” Clason
said. “So really they are only a better ‘fit’ in the sense that it can be
implied that they are more interested in coming here.”
continued on page 2
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Covenant Debate Team
by Grace Mullaney
grace.mullaney@covenant.edu

The Covenant College debate team
often flies under the radar on our
little campus, but the team consistently makes waves at tournaments
around the southeast.
October 28 to 30 took the debate
team to Berry College where Covenant made a fantastic showing.
Freshman Dana Rae Warren and
sophomore David Van Dyke won
third place in JV parliamentary
debate, and freshman Harris
Stevens was recognized as a top JV
parliamentary speaker.
Last Saturday in the final tournament of the season, Covenant and
Bryan College joined forces at
Carson Newman College. Covenant
continued to rake in the awards.
Junior Sarah Swygard won second

place in extemporaneous speaking,
and the Covenant-Bryan debate
team of Swygard and Vincent Smith
(from Bryan) were quarterfinalists
in
varsity

parliamentary debate.
“Surprisingly, over the last couple
years, the Covenant team and the
Bryan team have developed a
great competitive friendship,” said
Swygard. “We joke about being
rivals, but in the end we want each
other's teams to do well. Debating
with Vincent, who is the head of the
Bryan team, was a really great experience.” Swygard also won second
place speaker in Varsity debate at last
Saturday’s tournament and freshman Harris Stevens won third place
speaker in JV Parliamentary debate.
The success of Covenant’s debate
team is not all about the awards they
win. “Debate is wonderful,” said
freshman Scott Hoelsema. “We argue
about government theory and recent
events and regularly eat great food.”
Tim Mahla, assistant director of
young alumni, has been the official

advisor for Covenant’s debate team
for the past three years. “We have
a number of fresh faces on our
forensics team with varying levels
of experience in speech and debate
who all have tremendous potential,”
said Mahla. Mahla highlighted
Swygard’s ability, commenting,
“Sarah Swygard is maybe one of the
best speakers in the entire country.
Schools like IUPUI, Belmont, and
Miami of Ohio were at [last Saturday’s] tournament. Their fancy facilities, large budget, and big name
produced no student that could
hang with Sarah. God has blessed
her with a tremendous gift!”
It may not look like the sports
you’re used to, but the verbal sparring of Covenant’s debate team has
consistently gained the college recognition in the forensics community
as a school to be reckoned with.

continued to impact your life/work?
The conversations and classes I
had that focused on the study of
philosophy equipped me to think
deeply about the way I educate my
students, interact with a broken area
of the city and build relationships in
my church. I have been tempted and
sometimes victim to the tendency
to shy away from action and wallow
in contemplation. But, especially
through the influence of existential
and Marxist philosophers, I developed a deep desire to link intentional
thought with passionate action.
Is there anything you wish you
had done differently as a Covenant student?
I wish that I had traveled more.
Between the study abroad programs,
academic trips, and short term mission opportunities (regardless of the
possibility that they probably benefit
the visitor more than the visited), it is
cheaper and more convenient to travel
before you get out of college and are
strapped to a steady job. The few times
I did travel, my eyes were opened

and mind stretched in ways I
couldn't have asked for, but
would never trade.
Is there anything else you'd
like to say to current Covenant students?
Especially to those drawn
to the humanities, don't think
practically for a while (save
that for senior year). Love
Christ and those in your community and do what you love.
I might only be able to say
this because God blessed me
with a great job opportunity
right out of school, but if you
work hard, can connect with
people and are creative, you'll
find something that will work
out. Pursue what you love
in school and find out how
people older than you made
it work. If you sacrifice a passion for a paycheck, you will
be miserable. On the flip side,
I have met so many people
that make very little and are
incredibly content and joyful.

Financial Aid
continued from page 1

Bryant noted that early applicants’ overall academic profiles were
also often higher than those of late
applicants.
He added, “We talk a lot about
‘fit’ in our office. I encourage our
recruiters to look for students
that simply ‘fit here.’ It’s an odd
thing in that there’s no hard and
fast metrics you can assign and
determine if a student ‘fits’ at Covenant. Of course, commitment
to Christ and strong academics
are the starting points, but look
around — there are so many different types of people who attend
Covenant. And yet, I generally
know a future Covenant student
when I meet one. As different as
we all are, there’s a unique spirit
that binds us.”

Alumni Spotlight: Luke Granholm

by Grace Mullaney
grace.mullaney@covenant.edu

We often hear the question “What
can you do with that degree?!” and
fumble to think of an answer. Former Covenant students, like philosophy graduate Luke Granholm,
give the liberal arts student hope.
Luke has found a job, loves what he
does, and was willing to share his
passion with the Bagpipe staff.
Luke’s Job:
I teach language arts to middle
school students at a private Christian
school in downtown Indianapolis.
Describe an average day for you:
Days are often long as a teacher.
My six o'clock alarm sends me to the
shower. An hour later I am checking
over my lesson plans for the day and
printing handouts. After teaching from
nine to three, I spend about an hour
or so grading, planning, and communicating with other teachers, as well as
parents and students. With a packet of
grading in my bag, I hop on my bike
to head home to get some dinner and

relax after pretty high-energy days.
Evenings are usually busy; I am
part of a small group with my church
as well as a Bible study outside the
church. Otherwise, I am trying to
do something fun with the few other
people I know in the city or catching up on grading and adjusting my
school plans for the rest of the week.
How has your Covenant education influenced your work?
Covenant, both in the community
of people and through the content of
the course work has helped me find
contentment in my work in Indy.
While little of what I do appears exciting or glamorous, Covenant taught
me to focus on my interactions with
individuals and to think deeply about
even the most simple of activities and
focus on doing them to the glory of
God. At this point, though I don't
necessarily plan on it, I feel that I could
live where I am with the same job and
have things to learn and discover for
the rest of my life. I have Covenant
and its community to thank for that.
How has the study of philosophy

Faculty Quote of the Week
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Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“Humans...we all want an empire. I got an empire up in Brock. I got Green....well, that’s
not much of an empire. I’m working on it.”
-History professor Dr. Paul Morton in Modern China and Japan
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The Verdict

Pat Semtner Emeritus Professor Clumpner dies
continued from page 1

Yes... to
Thanksgiving.
No... body else
is as thankful
as we are.
- Bagpipe Staff
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able to serve here at Covenant.
God is good!
What job(s) did you have before
you began working at Covenant?
I worked for Cracker Barrel
Old Country Stores as their
Director of Employment for 10
years in Lebanon, TN. Then I
worked for Brach’s Confections
here in Chattanooga for 10
years in several different Director of HR positions. I most
recently worked for Sadler’s
Smokehouse, Ltd., as Sr. Director of HR in Henderson, TX.
How is the work environment
at Covenant different than your
previous jobs?
This is my first experience working in an academic setting. The
staff and faculty have been wonderful to work with. There is such
a sweet spirit in this community. I
am very excited about serving here
alongside everyone else.
What is keeping the Human Resources department busy these days?
Currently we are busy working
with the Benefits Committee on
negotiating/renewing benefits
and planning for the upcoming
Open Enrollment. We are also
developing a “New Hire Orientation Program” for new employees
and looking at developing some
internal training classes for employees. Judy Pennyman, our new
HR Benefits Coordinator, started
a few days after I did, so we are
both still getting acquainted with
everything here at Covenant.
What is your favorite thing to do
in Chattanooga?
My favorite thing to do in Chattanooga is to spend time with my
family downtown. We love the
Coolidge Park area and especially
the walking bridge. We always
have considered Chattanooga
home and it is great to be back.
What books are you reading right now?
Right now I just began reading a book by Philip Yancey
entitled What’s So Amazing About Grace? It is a very
humbling book that makes
you look internally at how to
“dispense grace.” I believe this
is one of the central missions of
the church and so important in
the world. Grace is a gift freely
offered and needs to be humbly
accepted if we are to bare effective witness of God’s love for us.

Favorite Scriptures: Psalm 27,
Proverbs 3:5-6
Favorite Hymns: Great is Thy Faithfulness, The Deep, Deep Love of Jesus

returned, he would be quick with
encouraging words — especially if
the class had done poorly. And he
would be genuinely distressed with
us if we were struggling. “

Dr. Laura Broussard:
Professor Joseph Clumpner,
beloved emeritus professor in the
Department of Mathematics at
Covenant College, passed into the
presence of God last Thursday. He
was taken to the hospital on October 7, suffering from an encephalitis infection. While recovering
from complications arising from
that, he died from a pulmonary
embolism on November 10th.
Professor Clumpner was 78
years young and lived life abundantly. He loved teaching and was
teaching the Calculus I course
at Covenant this Fall when he
became ill. Born in Spokane,
Washington, Professor Clumpner
attended Massachusetts Institute
of Technology where he earned a
degree in applied math in 1955
and met his future wife, a young,
beautiful student who also attended MIT. Recognizing the love
of his life, Joe married Karin and
took a job with Olin Research
in Rhode Island where he won
an award for his work. When he
needed to understand a particular
topic more deeply, he applied to
Yale University to take the needed
course. But Yale would not allow
him to take the course he needed
unless he was a full-time student,
so he enrolled in the doctoral
program and earned his Ph.D. in
1970. Can you see God's providential hand? Professor Clumpner
spent the next five years teaching at the American University
of Beirut before returning to the
US to work in industry. In 1985,
Professor Clumper took a position
at Covenant College to work with
engineering students, returning to
his true calling of teaching and his
love for students. At Covenant,
Professor Clumpner spent his
1991-92 sabbatical year teaching
engineering classes to students in
China, and then took Covenant
students to China for a semester
overseas. He retired from Covenant in 2000 and taught for five
years in Qinhuangdao, China;
then in 2008, he resumed teaching at Covenant College until his
illness this year.
For Professor Clumpner, abun-
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dant living meant active membership in First Presbyterian Church
where he sang in the choir and
worked with their First Friends
ministry. He loved music and was
a talented pianist. Wherever he
went, he always found a piano to
play. He was an avid tennis player
(ask Professor Park!) and also
enjoyed a good chess match.
Professor Clumpner leaves
behind his wife of 52 years, four
grown children and spouses,
three grandchildren, and several
nieces and nephews. Making
friends easily, he also leaves many
long-lasting relationships with
students and colleagues.
Professor Clumpner cared about
his students, and it showed every
day in his calculus class. He began
each period with a quiet prayer,
seasoned his lectures with encouragement and examples from his
own student and work experience,
and when the rest of the class
bustled out to the next hour, he
would be settling down next to
the straggling student to come
alongside with an extra measure of
encouragement or motivation.
Professor Clumpner's size 13
shoes will be tough to fill!
Adam Clason, Economics and
Computer Science, Senior — “I
had Calculus II with Dr. Clumpner
last spring. The thing that I remember most about him was his
understanding of how students were
handling the class and his genuine
care for how we were doing. He
always went through a great deal of
effort to help students individually.
If you had a question he was willing
to talk after class and his office door
was always open. When he sensed
that we were having a hard time
with a concept, he would be more
than willing to keep going over it
until we got it. When tests were

Emily Davis; Physics, Sophomore — “He really cared about
his students, impressively so. I was
always blown away by the extra
effort he took to make sure we
understood the material. He would
always ask about your personal life
and if you ever had the chance to
talk with him outside of class he
would share his story — he had
a really cool story; he’s done a lot
with his life, and he had a passion
for learning.”
Jon Casselberry; Economics,
Senior — “He was a really great
man of God. You cannot question
his heart for his students. One
time he mentioned, in passing,
that he prayed for each student by
name. Covenant will miss him.
He gave a lot, though we can be
completely confident he is with
the Lord he loved so much.”
Joseph Kaufmann; Alumni
‘97 — Dr. Clumpner led a group
of 7 Covenant students to a small
university in Qinhuangdao, China
for the 1996 Spring semester.
This was the first time Covenant
sponsored a semester-long study
abroad program in China...Dr.
Clumpner was famous for his
bad Chinese. He tried to learn it
but I don't think it ever took. We
loved the way he enjoyed Chinese
food, noisily, and then he'd dump
the grease from a dish onto his
rice. Dr. Clumpner was a patient
teacher. He cared deeply about his
students and their development
in character as well as academics. Toward the end of our time
in Qinhuangdao, I asked him
what I should do with my life.
He said, "God prepares you your
whole life to have an influence on
a few people at the end. For me
personally, and I know for at least
one other on that 1996 semester
in Qinhuangdao, that opportunity changed the course of my
life. I'm grateful to God for Dr.
Clumpner's faithfulness and influence on my life.
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I Got 52 Problems But Marvel Ain’t One
by Heath Taws
heath.taws@covenant.edu

DC comics recently had a case of
amnesia. What I mean by this is
that they have relaunched all of
their titles and started fresh with
a whole batch of new storylines,
starting with issue number one.
They’re doing 52 to be exact —
all brand new series, featuring
many familiar characters, as well
as some lame marginal ones.
That means that Action Comics
(which started back in 1938 with
the first appearance of Superman
and ended this past September
with issue 907) is now back at
issue one. It all started around
three months ago. DC was getting
trounced in sales (as usual) by
Marvel, and they knew that something had to change. DC, who has
had a dirty history of “rebooting”
their characters, decided that this
time it wasn’t enough to just fake
kill off Batman by having him
stuck in time (true story).
Dan Didio and Jim Lee, who

are currently the co-publishers
of DC, decided that enough was
enough. A new tie-in series was announced, entitled Flashpoint, and the
tag-line for the crossover series was,
“Everything you know will change in
a Flash.” This storyline featured (go
figure) the Flash as its main character.
Through the five-issue Flashpoint
title, the DC universe had changed
(before this relaunch) via Flash getting sent into an alternate reality. I
will save you the nerdy details, but
it ended with Flash fixing time by
defeating a bad guy, and ultimately
changing the DC universe forever.
Now we arrive at the “New
52,” as DC is calling it. Fifty-two
number one issues, most of which
feature new back-story for the main
characters. Superman is now wearing
jeans and a t-shirt, the Justice League
hasn’t formed yet, and Batman is...
well, Batman is still rich and brooding. The problem is, the entire universe was supposed to change in “a
Flash,” but there really are not many
differences as a whole. The entire
thing is starting to smell more and

more gimmicky with each new issue.
Don’t get me wrong, some of the
New 52 is awesome, but when you
relaunch entirely and your number
one issues are lacking in art, substance, and style, you have a problem.
Justice League number one opened to
mixed reviews, and Detective Comics one received some of the lowest
reviews of the entire relaunch. I didn’t
think Batman could ever be lame,
but DC proved me wrong with their
Dark Knight title. Also, there are
some minor characters who have received their own titles, such as Grifter
and Voodoo. Yeah, don’t read those.
On the other side of the coin, you
have Grant Morrison being generally
crazy-good with his run of Action
Comics. Superman is new and fresh
in a really hippy/Guy Fawkes sort of
way. Superman now fights for the
people, and when they say he can leap
tall buildings with a single bound,
that's basically all he can do. The man
of steel is currently more like the man
of aluminum. He is still developing
his powers, and the Superman that
was once godlike is now more human.

The big problem though is that
for every Action Comics, there is a
Catwoman. Some of the titles just
plain suck. No two ways about it. It
will be interesting to see how many
of the New 52 drop off the map in
the next few months after lack of
interest. However, DC just recently
overtook Marvel in sales for the
first time in a long time. Did the
gimmick work? Probably. But the
way I see it, DC is just riding the
wave of “new” for the moment.
DC is like a Michael Bay film.
It’s full of hot girls and big explosions, but you will never see it win
any awards. Marvel, on the other
hand, is more like J. J. Abrams. It
is timeless. It knows that it doesn’t
need a relaunch, but instead, keeps
its current characters relevant. DC
was stuck in the past, so they did a
complete reboot. Marvel has consistently been rebooting but with
ideas and character development.
A big part of this comes with
Disney buying out Marvel. I mean,
come on, it’s Disney. Marvel, whether
you like them or hate them, has been

nailing it when it comes to marketing their characters as well. They
have introduced Iron Man, Thor,
Spiderman, the X-Men, Captain
America, the Hulk, and soon basically all of them with the Avengers.
Marvel cares about their characters
and values them too highly to reboot all of their origin stories. You
can argue that the Batman movies
haven’t stunk, and my response
would be, go watch everything
Christopher Nolan didn’t direct
and get back to me. The Batman
movies are only good because DC
has basically nothing to do with
them. Nolan is the boss.
Basically it comes to this
— Marvel is not DC’s biggest
competitor. Instead, DC is its
own worst enemy. Until DC
starts caring about its characters
and giving more of them to guys
like Nolan instead of Martin
Campbell (please don’t watch
Green Lantern), then the comic
book company will always be
behind no matter how many
times they reboot.
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Marigolds Review

by Peter Upton

peter.upton@covenant.edu
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Chili Peppers
by Keifer Wynn
keifer.wynn@covenant.edu

The Red Hot Chili Peppers, one
of the biggest and most enduring
acts in music history, winners of
seven Grammy awards, sellers of over 70,000,000 albums,
and the holders of the record
for most number one singles on
the alternative rock charts (12),
have returned with their highly
anticipated return album, I’m
With You. This album marks the
second time that the RHCP have
absorbed the loss of the mercurial
and immensely talented guitarist
John Frusciante, this time replacing Frusciante with longtime
band collaborator Josh Klinghoffer. As one might suspect, this
change in personnel was cause for
no small amount of trepidation
and concern in fervent fans, many
of whom no doubt remembered
the band’s troubles following
Frusciante’s first departure. The
RHCP took steps to assuage these
fears in the run up to the album’s
release, speaking of the creative
aspects that Klinghoffer brought
to the band while rumors of unprecedented musical experimentation floated around the Internet.
This gave fans reason to hope that
I’m With You would bear more
resemblance to Stadium Arcadium
than One Hot Minute. Unfortu-

nately, this album will do little
to persuade fans that the band
will not regress in the absence of
Frusciante.
It may sound incredible to
hear that a group who made their
name performing in strategically
placed socks seems to be playing
it safe throughout most of the
album, disregarding innovation
and risk in place of more generic
sounds. But it’s true, and quite a
shame. Although the RHCP have
contributed mightily to modern music through their unique
fusion of differing sounds and
styles, the album falls far short of
their past work.
There are some bright spots on
the album. Despite its unnecessarily long title, “The Adventures of
Raindance Maggie,” the first single from the album, is quite fun
and danceable, while “Brendan’s
Death Song” features, perhaps,
the best moments of the entire
album, showing off Flea and Chad
Smith’s rhythmic chops.
However, most of the album is
simply ordinary — and repeatedly
bassits Flea’s and drummer Chad
Smith’s rhythm section are all that is
truly superlative about the recordings. But even with the failings and
shortcomings of I’m With You, the
RHCP still manages to create music
that is — if nothing else — fun.

In an old vegetable market turned
nursing home, a quiet young girl finds
joy in a science project despite her manipulative, unstable, selfish sister and
grating, willful mother. Jordan Arnold
and Cassidy Ristine star in this latest
greatest Covenant College theater
production of The Effects of Gamma
Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds,
directed by Katie Jenkins.
Torn apart by her own perceived
worthlessness, Beatrice Hunsdorfer treats her children abusively,
relying on violent self-criticism and

alcohol to eke out meaning from her
abysmal life. Playing the washed up,
verbally abusive mother, Arnold took
a role with a heavy acting responsibility. In one crucial scene, she performs regular household duties while
intoxicated. The scene holds viewer’s
attention with Arnold’s bleak depiction of foggy depression without a
scrap of dialogue. Ristine’s acting
debut as Tillie Hunsdorfer was
poignant, supporting Arnold with
excellent subtlety and a sweet stage
presence. She immediately gains our
sympathies as the protagonist, the
lovable yet unloved “nerd.”
Not only is this the debut for the

two leads, but also for Nyssa Coffman, who supports as the sister. While
the plot is bleak and some of the
family dispute is realistically uncomfortable, the piece incites sympathy for
each character. Each has certain hopes
that faintly glimmer outside the dreary
reality, and in an odd way, enchant the
viewer. It is fantastic to see new actors
perform well on the Sanderson stage,
especially in difficult roles such as
these. Also, who would want to miss
the guest performances of Horace and
Winslow Bunnington, Katie Jenkins’
pet rabbits? TEOGROMMM is well
worth the mild emotional trauma and
the $5.
NAOMI BELZ

Orchestra

by Caroline Cassio

caroline.casiso@covenant.edu

Although supportive friends,
roommates, or acquaintances
never miss Covenant College
Chamber Orchestra concerts,
other Covenant students should
not miss this opportunity to experience the amazing talent of this
diverse program under Director
Dr. Lok Kim’s excellent direction.
When: Friday 8:00 pm
Where: the Chapel
Who’s in charge:
Director Dr. Lok Kim was
recently awarded first and second
prize in Opera Production at the
2010 National Opera Association

convention. His conducting is both
instructive and expressive, drawing in
the audience while leading the orchestra to greater expressive investment.
What they are playing:
The chamber orchestra will
perform works of Mozart, Faure,
and Beethoven, exposing the audience to three significant consecutive
musical eras. Mozart (German)
defined the Classical era, Beethoven
(also German) bridged the Classical era to the Romantic period,
and Faure (French) finished the
Romantic period and began the
transition to the Modern era. Listen
for the connection between the three
pieces — the structured, methodical Mozart symphony will carry

over into Beethoven’s overture
while Beethoven’s lyrical evocative
statements will lead into Faure’s
Impressionistic flowing melodies.
What to expect:
Because these pieces are all
scored for a larger, more instrumentally equipped orchestra, it
seems likely that Dr. Kim would
only ask Covenant’s smaller
orchestra to perform concert after
concert of bland, easy Haydn concertinos or Baroque pieces (which
were written for small orchestras).
However, Dr. Kim consistently
programs diverse repertoire to
both challenge the performers
and introduce the audience to the
broad spectrum of classical music.
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by Seth Mayberry
seth.mayberry@covenant.edu

Anti-Face

by Janessa Chupp

janessa.chupp@covenant.edu

I know I’m not the only Covenant student
who isn’t on Facebook, but I am very much
in the minority. A couple of professors have
asked during class if there is anyone present
who does not use Facebook, and each time
mine is the only hand raised. My answers
when asked “Why?” are probably somewhat
disappointing. They don't refer to anything
exciting like the inherent evils of technology,
and they're probably the same critiques any
non-Facebook-user and many who do use
Facebook would give. However, I still think
the issue bears discussion.
1. Facebook provides a false representation of
personality. In a culture already obsessed with
self and appearance, Facebook reinforces those
ideals. When I was on Facebook I spent a lot
of time thinking about how to present myself
and how I was perceived. Those are unhealthy
patterns of thought to develop. Facebook users
want to make themselves look as cool and interesting and fulfilled as they can through pictures,
witty comments, and clever wall quotes. I think
I spent more time thinking about how to make
my life look exciting instead of in actually
developing an interesting life.
2. The reason I ultimately "deleted" my
Facebook account was because I suddenly
realized how petty it could be. It can foster
jealousy as we look at other people who seem
to have happier lives and more beautiful and
“artsy” profile pictures. It can encourage a
grossly underdeveloped sense of humor, which
I think is a grave misfortune. Much of the
"humor" on Facebook looks very much the

same: it is based on really fast, little comments,
often put-downs of other people to make
oneself look funny. This was a problem because
I am good at it. The day I got off Facebook was
when I was clicking through a friend's pictures
and found one with a long string of nearly
identical comments all saying "Haha LOL!"
I realized that a lot of "communication" on
Facebook consists of simply saying nothing.
3. Facebook does violence to the term
"friend." This is a bigger deal than I think we
realize. I believe that friendship is one of the
most misunderstood and important concepts
in our culture today. Facebook has done its
part in robbing that word of its meaning.
"Friend" should be a word that carries depth,
affection, and sacrifice. In the Facebook world,
“friend” doesn't mean any of those things.
4. I know myself. "You won't waste time
on Facebook," you might say. "None of those
things have to affect you. Just check it every
once in a while." Impossible. Everything I do
becomes a habit, and Facebook is just too easy
to have constantly in the background of my life.
If you're a happy Facebook user —
bravo, use it well. My conviction, however,
is that no one should have one without
thinking. If you’re on Facebook, think
about the concerns and temptations that
I have raised and others that you have
faced, and find ways to fight against them.
Think about the implications for the way
that Facebook shapes your thinking and
the way you relate to those around you,
and how you use your time. If you keep
Facebook, have a good reason! Be willing
to explore the possibility that you might
not have one. For now, I know I don’t.

“…That to secure these rights, Governments are
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, — That
whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the
People to alter or to abolish it . . . .”
Thus begins our Declaration of Independence, a document that embodies the ideals of American freedom. The ideals behind
this document started a great insurgency
that has defined us as a people. I think that
we, descendants of the American Revolution, need to return to our roots and actually walk the path that our forefathers laid
for us, starting by knocking our defunct
government off of the slippery slope that
it has been going down ever since the Civil
War, abolishing a system that is sick and
dying, and starting anew.
However, to even speak of starting such
an insurgency in our day causes the vast majority of Americans to crawl into their turtle
shells of complacency and spew such weak
arguments as “Well, our government isn’t
really taking away our rights,” or “But we
still aren’t as bad as other countries, right?”
The injustices of our governments are
long and varied, but allow me to briefly
run through a few, for the sake of illustration. For starters, consider how a
government that financially and politically
supports the systematic murder of thousands upon thousands of infants a year via
abortion which could not be destructive of
the universal right to life.
Or perhaps how government subsidization of crops has ruined the economy and
environment of any other country that once
lived off the land, especially South America.
Remember the Bill of Rights? Give it a
read through, and then perhaps you will
wonder as I do how people became so blind
as to not see how banning automatic weap-

ons doesn’t count as a restriction of our Right
to Bear Arms, given the fact that it renders us
incapable of resisting Federal troops, which,
to any who have actually studied the American Revolution that we so love and adore, is
the point of this particular right.
Here are a few that hit closer to home: If
you make a rolling stop through a red light,
you can be punished for the slight possibility that somebody could have been hurt,
that is, punishment for an potential crime
that you did not commit. Look at your paycheck, think about how much money you
pay into social security, which, lets be honest, will not return the favor when you are
of age. Consider the illegality of drugs, and
how the resulting black market has made
the border of Mexico a war zone, run by
cartels. Do you really think that rules and
institutions like these protect your rights to
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness? We
take these injustices (and I have only named
a few) without blinking an eye, and poor
John Locke is rolling in his grave.
Given that our government has become
destructive to our natural rights and given
that our ability to change it via the democratic process will only degrade over time
due to the testimony of every single nation
that has ever risen and fallen under the
sun (did somebody say Rome?), then is it
so wild to think that we may actually have
to take a leaf out of our own heroes’ book
and abolish our government?
I would argue so. I don’t necessarily mean
now, but I undoubtedly think that the day
will come when the men of this country will
have to step up and grow some hair on their
chest. While this call to revolution may sound
extreme, as citizens of the world, it is time
that we took a good hard look at our government, and ask ourselves, “Can’t we do better
than this?” If we aren’t ready to seriously
answer this question, what right do we have
to consider ourselves a beacon of democracy
and civil government?
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The Libyan Controversy
by Keifer Wynn
keifer.wynn@covenant.edu

Many months ago as a great
revolutionary conflagration began
in Libya, President Obama, along
with Prime Ministers Sarkozy of
France and Cameron of England,
dispatched the might of their
respected armed forces to insure
the safety of Libyan civilians as
revolutionary and pro–government
forces battled each other with
unmatched ferocity.
Now, months later, Gaddafi lies
dead and revolutionary forces are
completing their mopping up operations around the country. Officials
and thinkers have already emerged
from the woodwork to self-congratulate with reckless abandon, doling
out self-righteousness and copious
doses of unwarranted esteem.
Leaving all questions of consti-

tutionality for legal scholars and
politicians to debate as the conflict
draws to a close, perhaps the time
has come for reflection upon Libya
as a standalone case and a template
for understanding the changing face
of the Middle East. I want to briefly
present three points of discussion
that may prove important to future
opportunities America will have in
intervening in the world.
First, when military action is
called for, it must be focused and
specific. Our president promised us
that the Libyan intervention would
take weeks, not months, but we
can all see that that prediction was
wildly optimistic. When America
goes to war with the vague intention of “protecting civilians,” it creates a confusing goal for the armed
forces and greatly complicates their
duties. Does “protecting civilians”
provide grounds for bombing

tanks that are going to attack a
defenseless village? How about a
preemptive strike on a force that
intelligence warns us could endanger civilians? Does protection of
civilians imply a defensive posture
or an offensive one? In order to
allocate resources wisely these questions must be answered beforehand
in order to minimize confusion and
maximize success.
Second, regime change must not
be the reflexive American response
to revolution. As Americans we
are a people born and defined by
revolution, yet we must not allow
ourselves to illegitimately ascribe
western perspectives and values to
revolutionaries abroad. Certainly
America should be a friend and
advocate for the oppressed everywhere, but we must develop the
necessary sophistication to delineate
between the lesser of two evils — in

other words, to develop the capacity
to act (or not to act) in such a way
that revolutions are not the precursor to worse evils than the ones
the revolutionaries remonstrated
against. One need only look at
the communist revolutions in this
century to discover that revolutions quite often contain the seeds
for both destruction and a better
society, and America must learn to
discern the differences.
Third, America needs to clearly
determine who her friends and
enemies are. It is interesting to
realize that in midst of the Arab
spring, the list of deposed dictators
includes longtime supporters of
the United States interests (Hosni
Mubarak) and neutralized former
foes (Gaddafi) but conspicuous
by their absences are murderers
(Mahmoud Ahmadinejad of Iran)
and anti-freedom butchers like

Bashir Assad of Syria. A quick study
of the rhetoric and actions of our
leadership towards the former two
dictators as opposed to the latter
two is also instructive. It would
seem to the interested eye that it
is a far better policy to be opposed
to the most powerful nation on
the earth than to be brutalized and
paraded through the streets before
being killed without trial (which is
how Gaddafi met his end).
In summary, America needs a
declared strategy for revolutions.
We must decide if a revolution that
supports America’s sworn enemies is
worthy of our sacrifice or if unsure
of the outcome, how to best insure
that freedom and democracy win
out over repression and tyranny.
I think by this metric Libya was a
gigantic failure, and though I wish
it were not so, history will not judge
our actions kindly.
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No Lockout Here

by John Drexler

john.drexler@covenant.edu

It appears that Coach Taylor’s high
basketball IQ and hard work with
the Scots has begun to take effect.
The Scots outmatched the Berry
College Vikings 77-74 on Tuesday
night, kicking the season off with
a thrilling win in front of a packed
house.
After many consecutive losing
seasons, it might have been a risky
move to entice over 1,000 fans into
Ashe Gym for this home opener by
offering free t-shirts and a $10,000
shot competition at half time. But
the Scots were ready to show the
home crowd that they are not the
losing team that skeptics expected

to see out on the floor.
Man/giant Joey Danek and
Dutchman Jon DeVries set the pace
under the hoop, scoring 10 and
17 points respectively, and pulling
down about half of the team’s 52
rebounds. Callum Sears made up
for a tough night at the 3-point line
by providing 12 points and some
invaluable energy in the lane.
And how ‘bout them freshmen
I’m so big on? TJ Cox lifted the
team, getting to the free throw line
five times and cashing in 8 total
points. His tenacity also earned
him three crucial steals on defense.
Colton McGriff and Bryant Engber
(or as I like to call them, the beefy
assassins) also pushed the team by
helping to shut down Lake “No,

really, my name is ‘Lake’ “ Graham.
But seriously, this guy’s name is
“Lake?” Too easy. I’m not even going to start with this guy.
The intensity in the freshmen’s
play matched and accelerated the
hard work of the whole team. The
men’s team left it all out on the
floor Tuesday night — diving for
every loose ball, fighting for every
rebound (racking up 20 offensive
rebounds which accounted for
a load of crucial second-chance
buckets), and tracking Berry’s
great ball movement tenaciously
around the perimeter.
There were a couple things that
made me very nervous, though.
First, although we got to the free
throw line all night, we shot a

dismal 51 percent from the charity
stripe. That’s a high school-level
problem — not a NCAA-level
problem. Second, although we
forced 10 steals and fought hard
to force turnovers, we gave up the
ball 16 times in 40 minutes. A lot
of passes were ugly, and the ball
handling was shaky. Hopefully, this
will be ironed out as the team learns
to gel with each other.
Regardless, two weeks ago the
men’s team packed out Mountaintop Madness and begged Covenant for a chance to prove themselves. They packed the house
again on Tuesday and showed up
big time. They’ve given us a reason
to keep coming back the rest of
the season. I say, bring it on.

“The sport is a mental battle,”
said senior Tera Woods at the
close of the Covenant College
Cross Country season. The men’s
and women’s cross country teams
finished strong at last Saturday’s
NCCAA Cross Country National
Championship at Cedarville
University.
“We were the most physically
fit team I have been a part of,”
said Woods of the teams’ performance at Nationals. Four women
and four men ran personal record
times at Saturday’s tournament.
The teams’ performance at Nationals garnered 15th place for
the women’s and 19th place for
the men’s team.
This year has marked Katie Stanford’s first season as head coach
for the cross country teams. A new
coach was not the only thing new
about this past season. The dynamics of the team change year to year,
and now are mostly comprised of
freshman and sophomore runners
with Tera Woods as the only senior
on the women’s team.
This season has been marked
by a growing competitiveness and
push for physical excellence. Over
the season “everyone got a lot better,” said freshman Rachel Dance.
“[Stanford] pushes us. It’s challenging, but good.”
Woods agreed, saying, “Last
year, we were not as serious about
competing as we are now.” Woods
was named the Great South Athletic
Conference women’s runner of the
week this October after winning
first place at the Great South Conference Meet.
This has been a successful season for the cross country teams,
and they have finished well at
every meet, reaching a new level
of physical and competitive readiness. The improvement of both
teams is demonstrated in their
pursuit of personal records. This
drive of both teams to win the
mental battle of a cross country
run gives us something to look
forward to for next year.

